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By Joe Donnell)'
Soll)e alleged unauthorized
business proced\tres by Film Committee
acting
Chairperson
Margaret Ott were discovered by
-ASUNM Attorney General Brian
Sandeto ff during an investigation
into a $1170.84 descrepancy of the
Film Committee's financial records.
Sanderoff ·said Ott has kept
$297.25 of "loose change" (coins)
that wns not deposited in the
University business office. He said
Ott intended to keep loose change
at her home and deposit it after
puttingit into·rolls.
H~ said there are conflicting
stories of how money would be
transfered from a student film
society to the Film Committee to
make up for $857.90 of the
discrepancy because of film students who saw some film given by the
committee as part of their class for
free.
Sanderoff said Ott has also purchased. supplies for the committee
out of ticket receipts instead of
using requisition forms from the
business offi.ce.

Brian Sanderoff
The $1170 discrepancy was
reportedly discovered after a comparison of University business
records of amounts deposited by
the film committee and that reported to ASUNM President Damon
Tobias from Sept. I to Oct. 16.
The checking of records was
made by Mike Roeder, asst. dir. of
the NM Union, and John
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Goodhue, as assistant, in the
Sanderoff said another problem
business office. Tobias requested to come out during the interview
the investigation to be made and it with Ott on Nov. 2 was an
began on records after Sept. 1 unauthorized transfer of money to
because Sept. 1 was the first date of occur at the end of the year to the
a report to Tobias.
Film Committee from La Societe
Sanderoff said additional du Cinema, an organization, of
problems concerning the missing students in film courses to see cer~
money arose during an interview on Lain designated movies for free as
Nov. 2 with Ott.
part of their class instruction and
During the interview Ott in- the Societe would pay for a portion
formed Sanderoff of the "loose of the losses incurred by the
change'' being kept at her house showing of those films.
and that it could amount to $100.
"Margaret Ott said she thought
In a letter to Sanderoff on Nov. that at least $300 wHJ be transferred
3, Ott accounts for where s'ome of from La Societe du Cinema acthe discrepancies occurred and count to the film committee acreported the total of loose change count. She said that since this
was $297.25. She accounts for the money is to be transferred at the
$297.25 as "loose change I have end of the semester it makes up for
kept at home (since there is no place a signi fie ant · amount of the
in the theater to keep it, I've been
throwing it in a jar at home until I
had enough to put into rolls)."
Sanderoff said it is against
ASUNM policy for a person to
keep money at home but that the
loose change helped account for
some of the discrepancy or what
was reported to Tobias and the
By D.M. Flynn
amount deposited.
Republican
Senator-elect
Harrison "Jack" Schmitt told the
news media Friday his priorities will
be economic development, human
problems,
energy and the en. .
v1ronment.

discrepancy,'' said Sanderoff.
In her letter to Sanderoff on
Nov. 3, Ott stated that the transfer
from the Societe probably amounted to $857.90 incurred from five
films; Dodas Kaden, Merchant of
the Four Seasons, Johnny Guitar,
Duet for Cannibals and The

Unholy Three.
Sanderoff, however, said that
there were no discrepancic~ reported between reports and deposits
during the weeks that some of the
films appeared.
.
Sanderoff said he estimates that
only $400 of the $857.90 could account for some of the discrepancy.
He said an additional problem
which arose after the interview was
the unauthorization of such a trant( ·~lnlinu:.!J nn

P;H!C

Ex-CIA Director To Speak Tuesday

.

On economic development, Schmitt said, "Economic development
means jobs through new investments in the state and improving the state's per capita income."
Schmitt focused on the human
problems of veterans' programs,
social security and welfare. He said
he would work to "improve services like welfare and income
maintenance and decrease the
abuses of the welfare-type
programs."
Schmitt's concept of an energy
policy, he said, "would benefit the
nation and have an immediate
benefit for New Mexico and one
that will get us through the winter."
The senator-elect said he will
look for "an environmental
balance between development and
the human problems that a growth
situation will bring.''

William Colby

The first national priority, Schmit! said, was foreign policy. The
need to maintain the level of
national security and defense was

important as well as "looking for
new relations."
When questioned about difficulties in expressing himself as a
member of lhe minority party in
Congress, Schmitt said that he will
voice very strong opinions.
"I'm not afraid to speak my
mind," he said, "and it is possible
to get things done if you work hard
and you are innovative."
Schmitt also said because of
President-elect Jimmy Carter's
positions on unemployment, "Mr.
Carter will have to proceed
cautiously."
When asked what committee
assignments he hopes to be
assigned, Schmitt said if he became
a member of the Interim Coin~
mittee, his background could aid
the state.
Schmitt also announced that he ·
has added New Mexican Tony
Payton to his staff as an administrative assistant. Payton, a 36year-old graduate of ·Clayton High
School, has been on the Republican
National Committee for the past
two years. Payton was the editor of
two newspapers in Nevada. Betty
Sowers, Payton's mother, is the
editor of the Union Couniy Leader
in Clayton and his father, Paul
Playton, is the editor of the

Carrizozo Lincoln County News.

Hiking Precautions Chase Away the Ch11Js
By M.A. Hooth
Keeping warm while outside in the winter is a
problem of almost everyone, especially backpackers,
hunters and skiers. A speaker at a meeting of the
UNM Mountain Club offered advice to outdoorsmen
on keeping warm during the coming months.
Dick Tarangelo, a member of the Albuquerque
Rescue Council, said three tynes of clothing are
necc,sary to maintain body heat in outdoor cold
weather: a ventilating layer, an insulating layer and a
windproof layer.
The ventilating layer allows perspiration to
evaporate he said, rather than collecting on the body
and soaking clothing. The insulating layer keeps the
body's heat close to the skin. And the windproof layer
prevents body heat from escaping through the other
layers of clothing.
.
Wet clothing acts as a wick, Tarangclo said, to
conduct as much as 32 times or'a person's lieat away
from the body as dry clothing does. Fishnet underwenr, worn next to the ~kin, functions as a
ventilator, leaving the .outer cLothing dry. Excessive
sweating should be a sign to slow down and cool off,
hesaid.
T~\rangelo evaluated several types of insulatil)g
material. Cotton and feather down are warm when
dry, but both lose their insulating properties when wet.
l-Ie said wool is the all-round best choice, especially for
socks, because it retains 40 to 60 pel' cent of its in·
:-.ulating properties when wet.
.
A polyfoam sleeping bag is the answer fot' camping
in wet weather, Tarangclo said . .lust wring it out like a
sponge, and it will keep you as warm as when it is dry.
A $30 poly foam bag, comparable in warmth to a $130
down bag, IS easy to make at home with a sewing

7J

.Schmitt Plans To Aid
Nation & New Mexico

LOBO

William E. Colby, former director of the eentral Intelligence Agency
(CIA), will discuss ·'The New Intelligence" Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 8 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall in the FineArts.C~nterat UNM.
Sponsored by the ASUNM Speakers Committee, tickets are available at
the SUB Box Office.
Colby, who has been described as "the epitome of the covert man,"
received much of his early notoriety as a spy. He joined the CIA in 1943
and then worked for the Office of Strategic Services as patt of a resistance
unit.
Colby earned his undergraduate degree at Princeton, and after the war,
he received a law degree from Columbia. Law held no appeal for him so he
rejoined the CIA with the beginning of the Korean War where with the exception of a brief interval as deputy and then chief advisor to the
pacification program in South Vietnam; he remained until his recent
retirement.
His responsibilities in the CIA included stints in Stockholm, Rome and
Vietnam until he was named executive director-controller in 1972 and then
promoted in 1973 to deputy director of operations. In the latter position,
Colby headed the directorate cif operations which is responsible for the
agency's covert intelligence gathering activities and its secret political
operations.

•

machine, he said.
Mittens made with polyfoam are a good investment,
he added. And mittens keep hands warmer than gloves
because the fingers are enclosed in one air pocket .
Ensolite is similar to polyfoam, he said, but it does
not absorb water. It is valuable when used as a pad
between a sleeping bag and the wet ground. It is also
effective as insoles for boots to keep feet warm even
when wet.
Several layers of medium-weight clothing are
preferable to one heavy item, Tarangelo said. The
layers allow warm air to be trapped between them for
more insulation, and they can be taken off to avoid
ovcr~heating.

It is also important to keep the head covered il1 cold ·
weather, he cautioned, because it loses more heat than
any other pait of the. body.
One of the greatest dangers facing the unprepared
person who is exposed to the cold is hypothermia,
Tarangclo said. Hypothermia is a condition in which
thebodyislosingmorchcatthanitisproducing.
When a person's body temperature drops below the
normal 98.6 degrees, the body shivers to produce hea~.
If nothing is done then to warm the body and IllS
temperature drops to 96 degrees, the shivering
become!. more violent, and he may becomcglassv-cvcd
and mumble i11cOliercntly.
At 92 degrees, the victim is in the advanced stage of
hypothermia. Shivering stops, and he bccom~s
stuporous and unable to produce enough heat on h1s
own to recover.
.
·.
When the victim is unable II\ r_..:ncra.te hts own ~e?t,
two people, wrapped lip one on each stde of th~ VIctim
Keeping warm but not wet is important for outdoor ac
in naked body-to-body contact may provtde the tivities during the winter:
necessary external heat for recovery, he satd.
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Third World Report

Hospital Board To Consider
UNM's Position at BCMC

Portugal Charged vvith Aiding Rhodesia
Compiled by Glenn Hudak
members of the Zimbabwe People's the imposing of state control over
& J,arry Schmidt
Army, have used Mozambique as a all media and information agencies.
Dar cs Salaam, Tanzania- The ·sanctuary in their fight against the
China attacked both the United
:& Mozambique information agency White-ruled Rhodesian regime of States and the Soviet Union, saying
·23 said Portuguese mercenaries took Prime Minister Ian Smith.
the declaration should be amended
0 part in an attack on a southern
to call for the use of the media in
-~ provincial town in Mozambique.
United Nations- The general combating "imperialism,
"' Mozambique charged Rhodesians asoembly called on Western powers colonialism, zionism and Big Power
::iS Sunday for launching the largest to stop supplying South Africa with Hegeinonism."
~ invasion of its war against guerillas arms and nuclear know-how, and
Z across the border.
to end any trade that helps South
Djibouti, Afar-Issas territoryRhodesian Nationalist Guerillas, Africa retain power in Namibia French authorities are cracking
(South West Africa).
down on "crime" in Djibouti, the
capital of their last colonial
By a vote of 93 to 9, the assembly territory in Africa.
New Mexico
approved a resolution to .condemn
foreign and other economic inWell-informed sources said the
DAILYI.OBO
terests
impeding
the
granting
of
crackdown,
which includes inVol. 81
No. 56
independe.nce to the Black . creased police raids and barricades
Box 20, University P.O., Ul'<M
majorities of Rhodesia and on the roads, is meant to reassure
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Namibia.
the population that the French
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
authorities are still very much in
277-4202 ..
The resolution particularly control despite the rising ·polarity
The M•w ,\Jcxico JJaJ{y Lob() is published
condemned the United States, and influence of different political
Mondny through Friday every regular week of
Great Britain, France, Israel and parties now agitating for inthe University year and weekly during the summer session by the Board of Student Publications
West Germany for continuing to dependence.
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
fiuancially associated with UNM. Second class
supply nuclear and military
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
equipment to South Africa.
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the
academic year.
Ouagadougu, Upper Volta- A
The opmions expressed on the cdltorinl pngcs
special
commission has recomof The Daily Lobo me those of the author r.olely,
Unsigned opinion is lhntof the editorial board of
Nairobi,
KenyaAt
the
mended
a
return to civilian rule by
The Du((y Lobo. Nothing printed in The Daif;
Lobo necessarily represents the views of the
UNESCO assembly, the Western next June in this landlocked
University of New Mexico,
nations denounced a Soviet Union- African republic. The plan, which
initiated resolution that called for includes appointment of a

The new electoral system is called
the "people's power programme,"
which should allow the people,
The commission's
report, rather than the Communist Party,
prepared by a 32-member· board . the carrying out of the tasks of
from the government, trade unions state.
and the armed forces, represents
the second attempt to return the
The municipal assemblies will be
country to civilian politicians in the
responsible for schools, hospitals,
last I 0 years.
stores, cinemas, public utilities and
municipal transport, and they will
select
magistrates to preside over
Mexico City- The United States
and Mexico moved a step closer the municipal people's court. The
toward an eventual exchange of national assembly will control all
hundreds of prisoners mainly basic industries, establish the
convicted of drug-related offenses national educational curriculum
with the announcement that they and appoint supreme court judges.
have agreed on a text of a proposed
They will also consider all laws
treat~ to govern the exchange.
proposed by the council of
Cuba- The new electoral ministers ..
process in Cuba seems to be
progressing without trouble. A
national assembly is to be constituted on Dec, 2 from the
delegates elected by the I 0, 743
winners of the recent municipal
Work
[
Laba
elections. The national assembly
will elect a 31-member councU of
Wand.:rs
Classified•
•-----·
state. The president of the council

-

Under New Management

·

Diplomat Hunt Ends in Death
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BELGRADE, Yugoslavia-A judge ruled Sunday that the Austrian
ambassador to Yugoslavia accidentally shot and fatally wounded the
French ambassador by careless handling of his rifle during a hunting
trip for diplomats.
French Ambassador Pierre Sebilleau, 64, died Saturday two hours
after Austrian Ambassador Alexander Otto shot him in the woods
near Zrenjanin, 40 miles north of Belgrade.

"could be worked out with the
county amicably" and that the
trustees were willing to consider
anything.
The BCMC trustees will meet this
afternoon at 2 p.m. in the hospital's
conference room. The county
commissioners will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Courthouse Annex, 505 W.
CentraL
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Computer Dtlling forms arc on the way. Take your
dote to thedanct:Fri., Nov. 12,
Homecoming Committee meellng Mon., Nov, 8 at
4 p.m. In Rm. 231 A, SUB. Public is invited.
Las Campana~ will meel Tues., Nov, 9at 5:30p.m.
in Rm. 250 c,·sun.

The f1lm, "Seeking New Problems," will be
presented Wed,, Nov. 10 at 7:30p.m. in Rm. 103 in
the Physics Lab Bldg.
Home Economtcs Club meeting Mon., Nov. 8 111
7:30 p.m. in the Simpson ·am., Borne Ec Bldg. A

special program will be presented. Everyone irlVhed,
Socialist Party of New Mexico will meet 10 plan
future nctivitics Tues., Nov, 9 at 7 p.m. at 81 S Oirard
NE. Everyone invited.
1976-77 Annual Register of Grant Support is
available in the GSA office Rm. 248, SUB, Oflice
hours Mon. thru TIJUrs. 9:30a.m.to3:30 p.m.
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Complete Volklwagon
Machine Shop

SPECl4Lil/NC IN REPlACEMENT
PAKTS FOR
Tllfm - /Jmun

Porrcu-

10%

PARTS

w t93S Monts Viii# NE

Discount With
This Ct,upon

265-3681

Regular Size

University

Dairy Queen* Brazier*
has it all
Food & Dessert

Dairy Queen

SUNDAES
2 For ·
Price Of One
With

thta

DQ-pon

• Registered Trademark '76

Free

Car Wash

ExpiresNov.14, 1976

3

Chili-Cheese
·Dogs

SOeOFF

Any Wash and/or Wax With This Coupon
Ex}tit•es
l\Iovembet•14, 1!)'16 5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E

(

5101 Lomas NE

Big Burgets

$1.09
GOOD ONLY

At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
(One Coupon Per Customer Please)

Giant Aloe V e•·as
n.eg.t0.99 Now 3.99
l~x1•i•·c"' .\'o\'.

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

Regular
75¢ apiece

Cheese, Two Patties, Double Decker

"Just thinkin'
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hungry."

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

TEHRAN, Iran-The heaviest earthquake in Iran in eight years
and a strong aftershock rocked northeastern Khorassan Province
Sunday, causing heavy damage in three villages 'and 16 deaths government officials said.
'

The Rain Tunnel

(Except Crown & Inflation)

· 3424 Central S.E.
266-9296

16 Ki11ed in Iran Quake

Buy 2 Get 1
All Sandwiches

fflwjt

DETROIT-The United Auto Workers Union wrapped up final
details of a new contract with Chrysler Corp. Sunday and turned its
attention to General Motors, last of the "big three" auto makers
without a new labor pact.
UAW President Leonard Woodcock and Union Vice President Irving Bluestone scheduled a 10 a.m. news conference for today at OM
world headquarters. They were expected to announce establishment
of a strike deadline for a new contract covering OM's 390,000 U.S.
workers.

from the All Indian Pueblo
Council; and four UNM regents:
Calvin Horn, Henry Jaramillo,
Albert Siml]ls and Anne Jourdan,
Hawk said he wants an equal
number of county and University
representatives on the BCMC
Board of Trustees.
A University spokesman said
privately, "The regents find it
difficult to wear two hats, one as a
trustee of the hospital and one as a
regent of the University. They are
put in the position of having to
decide as regents upon things that
they as hospital trustees have
requested."
However, Regents Horn and
Jaramillo responded to Hawk's
opening salvo by saying that they
felt that BCMC might function
better if it were run solely by the
University, Jaramillo said he would
support a move to turn the hospital
over to the slate for continued
operation by the University,
A University spokesman said the
state i's not allowed by law to
purchase BCMC but that it would
be possible for the Unitersity to
leave the hospital from the county
and then contract back with the
county for continued indigent care.
Horn said he thought something

::E

Coupon Expires Nov. 14, 1976
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It's A Meal!

2216 C~ntral SE-265-5986

f¥Uenr!l?

I

$1.09

Directly Across From Yale Park

They'll Save You

Chrysler Pact Completed

By Gail Minturn
When the BCMC Board of
Trustees meets today it will consider reorganizing the board itself
which involves separating either the
medical school or the county from
the hospital as possible solutions to
a complex problem that erupted last
week .
The problem will receive further
attention again this evening when
the Bernalillo County Commission
meets. The issue began last week
when county commissioners and
UNM regents traded shots over
BCMC's joint lise as a teaching
hospital for the medical school and
as a hospital for the county's indigents.
County commissioners Robert
Hawk and Dave Santillanes said
last· Wednesday they ·were considering invoking a termination
clause in BCMC's operation
contract that could end the
University's participation in the
management of the hospital. One
of their major complaints is that
there
are
four
University
representatives on the BCMC
Board of Trustees and only two
county representatives.
The board is made up of Hawk
and Santillanes; a representative

1/3 lb. Cheeseburger & Fries

SANTA FE 471"~

Coupons From

By United Press International

Expires Noy. 13, 1976

268-5787

lti.OIN
STEAK HOUSES

-_,

25All Dry Cleaningff

formerly Vogue Cleaners

No.1
4016 Menaul NE
268-8052
No.2
.Gibson at San Pedro
256-189:i
No.3
INTERNATIONAL 3005 cerrillos Rc'

of state will 'also be the head of
government.

Incredible Offer

CO.fiCii
IiOUSE
Dry Cleaners
3014 Central SE

provisional National Government
immediately, must now be approved by President Sanghoule
Lamizang who seized power in
1966,
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F•·icndly Flowe•• Sbop
266-9296 3424 Ccnt.••al S.E.

1916 Central S.E.

EX ERA
STORE

8117 Menaul NE

1 i l Harvard SE

with
coupon

Expires Sun.
Nov. 14, 1976

LEVIS
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Daily LOBO

Letters
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It has been at least one year since Claude Hempen left as
~ manager of the joint UNM/Aibuquerque Public Schools
~ educational TV station, I<NME.
Z
At the time Hempen left the station there had been considerable
.,; criticism of the everyday operations of the station and specificaJiy
~ its lack of clinical training for UN M students.
o..
Specifically, even though the station was partially owned and
totally run by this University, there were no opportunities available
for students to become involved 1md to learn the running of a
television station.
Hempen is gone from I<NME and a new man has been hired to
replace him but there has still been no outward sign of student involvement at I<NME.
·
At most of the university-owned TV stations across the country,
a large part of each station's staff is student trainees. Additionally,
many of the experiments in television audio, visuals engineering,
directing and production come from the students involved in these
stations.
Without this input from university students or a denial in electronic media training, we find the label "an educational television
station" to be a contradiction.
An educational station, as we define the term, should be a twosided situation where not only is the viewing public subjected to
new ideas and a broad area of knowledge but those actually
working behind the microphones and cameras.
.
While we cannot deny that I< N ME presents some outstanding
productions, it is a shame that more local programming cannot be
done with the participation 'of UNM students.
We believe that if the station is to carry the name of UNM in its
ownership and management then it should also carry the names of
UNM students in its program production.
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An Air Force way to give more value to your
college life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
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LOBO Reviewer Is JFull of Spleen'

Editor:
How long will reviewer Alan
Dumas be permitted to continue his
personal grudge against the
Theatre Arts faculty? His review of
the UNM prdduction of The
Taming of the Shrew is not only
lousy theatrical criticism, it's
dishonest.

It is common knowledge that
Dumas lacked the discipline and
respect for the craft necessary for
working in theatre. Now it seems.
that the LOBO remains bent on
providing Dumas with a vehicle for
''getting" the faculty who refused
to tolerate his arrogance.

Satire

The Good Ole Days: Rosemary Woods Remembered
By Orlando Medina
I was talking to a LOBO reporter
the other day who had an interesting story. It seems that a
standard rule in Zimmerman Library
requires extensive use of tape
recorders. If a library administrator
is to be interviewed by a member of
the LOBO, the administrator must
tape the interview.
For some reason, this idea seems
totally appropriate with today's

ideas of nostalgia. After all, who
can forget those fun-filled days of
Rosemary Woods and her boss's
tape recorders.
I couldn't believe this reporter
because, after all, she didn't taperecord the tape recorder, so I
decided to investigate the situation
myself. First, I got myself an old
raincoat and rolled up the cuffs of
my pants to my knees. I figured

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

STEAK?! I

IUE/..1.., I R6f/RElJ
SINCE YO{) JfA[)N'T
JOI<JIJSl }t)(J t:AlY/ IN 7lfEtA5T48
MA[)£3M£3. HOI/1<5, I'lJ COOK YO/J
PINNer<.? A !)(;CENTMEA/. 8~
I SPLIT.
WA5twf-Y

l'M HOME
7HE3

STEAK!

l FI?OM

l W/1/?S, HONeY!

I

. (VHAT'S fOR.
lJINN&R.?I

/

that to sneak around in the library I
had to dress up as one of the
regular visitors to Zimmerman.
Originally I was going to dress up as
a load of uncrated books, but I
figured I might get lost in the jungle
of other crates.
·
I made my way to the basement
and found shelves and shelves of
tape recorders from the Cornelia
Wallace Bedroom Pleasure Company. Each tape recorder had a
library administrator's name emblazoned on it. However, before I
could take a close look at one of
the recorders I heard voices around
the corner so I hid behind one of
the magnetic book detectors that
don't work. It had now been converted to detect fluorescent lights. I
listened to two men conversing ...
"I thought that those illiterate
boobs would catch on when we
painted those ridiculous signs on
the wall," one said.
"Yeah, we had ·a helluva time
covering up those I deleted I
microphones with enough paint,"
the other responded.

!I·B

/Uf.l.L,! Sl/01//.1)

'IVIJMI!AN.
YOU'RE NOT
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I

They went on to describe how
there had been too much criticism
of the library from the outside community and inside the hieroglyphiccovered walls.
"It wasn't enough warning to the
lfttle buggers to wait and pull out a
library fine when they graduated.
But now they are actually checking
for fines before they file a
graduation petition," the librarian
with a beard said.
"Yeah, I know," his comrade answered.
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"One of them actually had the
nerve to come up to my office and
ask if there were any overdue fines
before I had a chance to lose his
card and send him to the Cashier's
Office."
They questioned each other as to
what happened to the "good ole
days" when they could fine
someone who had never even
known the location of Zimmerman.
"It's gotten to a point where they
don't trust us. I mean one SOB actually asked me for a receipt of the
book I checked out to him. I swore
to him that all he had to do was to
fill out a card that I held all the
copies of, and he didn't trust me,"
the salivating speaker said.
He continued explaining how no
one trusted him to leave the matter
of graduation strictly up to him.

'

• A responsible job in a challenging
field, navigation ... missiles ...
sciences ... engineering
• Graduate degree programs
• Good pay ... Second lieutenants
receive an annual income of
more than $10,000 including
tax-free allowances .. Upon
promotion to the grade of
first lieutenant after two
years, the income rises to
$13,000, and after three
years total service it
is over $15,000. A
captain with four years
total service receives
an income of approximately $18,000.

Dumas' attack on the dance integrated into Shrew is based on
nothing but a full spleen. His
labeling of the choreography as
''modern dance" illustrates his appalling ignorance of dance forms
and origins. And his failure to mention the fine production designing
of faculty newcomers James and
Gail Bakkom is unpardonable.
Shrew is an enjoyable, competent production. Dumas' precurtain reviewing disgraces the
LOBO, insults the University, and
desecrates the art he purports to
serve.

Michael Jones
Department of Theatre Arts

His co-conspirator answered.
. "Those idiots are not ready for
the next step. With these recording
things imbedded in the walls, all
they have to do is mention that
they like a book and they are good
for a fine of at least $45."
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Opinion Policy
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Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double
spaced.
I would have liked to listen to
Sender's name, address and
more but at that time a box full of
flow charts on "How to Better · phone number must be inShelve Books" hit me on the head.
cluded with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
When I came to, they had
withheld only by agreement
discovered me and were sealing me
with the editor, in person.
up in a mausoleum of uncrated
If a letter is from a group,
books and library paste.
please include a name, P,hone
"Requiem <ln Librarius."
number and address of a
group member.

I

,

Most of the review, you'll
remember, was devoted to an attack on director Robert Hartung.
The University community should
be informed that Hartung was a
creative force for 20 years on TV's
"Hallmark Hall of Fame"; that his
experience with Shakespeare includes Maurice Evans' Hamlet,
Paul Robeson's Othello, and
Twelfth Night-all on Broadway.
He was involved in television
mountings of Shrew, The Tempest, Richard II, and Emmywinning productions of Twelfth
Night and Macbeth. Dumas, on
the other hand, has occasionally
helped the Bugger City Player.s to
soil the classics.

• An Air Force Commission
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... enrolling in Air Force ROTC and a commission as an Air Force
Officer.
You'll find Air Force facilities among the finest in the world; its
technology the latest. And you will find the people professional, the
work challenging, the salary excellent. You will also have graduate
education opportunities as well as opportunities to travel. And you'll
receive 30-days of paid vacation a yef)r, medical and dental care, a
$20,000 life insurance policy for less than $4 a month, and one of the
finest retirement programs in the nation, should you decide to make
the Air Force a career.
Take that first step today and enroiUn Air Force ROTC.
Contact:
The Department of Aerospace Studies
1901 Las Lomas N.E.
Albuquetque, New Mexico 87131
Telephone: 277-4230
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Officials To Consider
Energy Facility in N M

Special Exam .Schedule

Final Exam Schedule

. packed with industry lobbyists.
Saturday, Dec. 11-Saturday, Dec. 18, 1976
PIRG hopes people will show up Fall1976
Individual students finding conflicts in this e~amination schedule must notify instructors
and demonstrate to the legislature
concerned
before Friday, Dec. 3. Any student having more than three examinations schedthat the public has a real interest in
this area.
uled in any one day may notify the instructor of the last examination listed. If notified be"These meetings are important," fore Dec. 3, the instructor shall make arrangements to give a special examination. Conflicts
she said, "because New Mexicans arisingas a result cif scheduling out of normal hour-patterns or day-sequences must be re·
must begin to examine the sort of solved by the instructor of the off-pattern course. Any instructor who wish_es to change the
costs that the resource-extractive examination time of a course must first secure the approval of his Dean who will then subindustries are imposing on us.
"Serious environmental con- mit a formal request to the Registrar.
In the examination table listed below, reference is made to the first lecture meeting of
sequences have resulted. Boom
·
class
in the week. In a combined lecture-laboratory course, reference is made to the first
towns are springing up for which
taxpayers will have to supply the lecture section. Examinations in laboratory courses may be given during the last week of
public facilities and New Mexico is class preceding the examination week, or during examination week at ·the time period in
losing its irreplaceable resources," this schedule.
the PIRG attorney said.
Fort said state revenues from
uranium average only about a
"quarter of a per cent.'' She said it
Examination Time
Examination Day
Class Time
Class Day
was also important to see whether
the taxes would be excise or
severance. Excise funds go into the
state.''
The Public Interest Research state's general fund while revenue
8:00-10:00a.m.
Sat. Dec. 11
Group (PIRG) is encouraging the from severance taxes go into a See Special Examination Schedule (1 )(2)(6)
10:30-12:30
p.m.
Sat., Dec. 11
See Special Examination Schedule (3)(4)(5)
public to attend the meetings. An special fund where they are invested
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec.11
See Special Examinatio~ Schedule (7)
attorney for PIRG, Denise Fort, and used to pay off interest on
and
said, "Previous meetings have been bonds.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
:.:.••::.:••.:e.:··~··:!:•~:!:••··················..······································41·~·"···4
1t:
3:30-5:30
p.m.
Mon., Dec. 13
:·Jr~····
,:;:,,?...~••?....?..,:;:••~...?.,•!7.•·7.·····•·7-··2··:;:,,~ 1., See Special Examination Schedule (16)
7:30-10:00a.m.
Mon., Dec. 13
See Special Examination Schedule (8)
8:00-10:00 a.m.
Mon.,
Dec.
13
MorWorF
7:30a.m.
.
~·
~ i
s. .;.
10:30-12:30
p.m.
TorTh
8:00a.m.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Organic Gardening Center
Let Our Expert Solve Your Problems On

• Pest Control
• Planting Methods
• Sick Plants

Aloes 79¢

On Sale!

500 San Pedro

266-7025

(Corner Of Zuni and San Pedro)
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See Special Examination Schedule (9)
M or W or F
12:30 p.m.
M (Evening}
6:00,6:30,7:00,7:30 p.m.
MorWorF
8:30a.m.
TorTh
9:30a.m.
See Special Examination Schedule (101
MorWorF
1:30p.m.
T orTh(Evening)
6:00,6:30,7:00,7:30 p.m.
MorWorF
9:30a.m.
TorTh
11:00,11:30a.m.
See Special Examination Schedule (11)(12)
M orW or F
2:30p.m.
W (Evening)
6:00,6:30,7:00,7:30 p.m.
M orW or F
10:30 a.m.
Tor Th
12:30, 1:00 p.m.

Tues., Dec. 14

Wed., Dec .. 15

Thurs., Dec. 16

See Special Examination Schedule (13)
M or W or F
3:30p.m.
T orTh(Evening)
8:00p.m.
M orWorF
11:30a.m.
T orTh
2:00,2:30 p.m.
MorWorF
4:30p.m.
Tor Th
3:30, 4:00p.m.
M (Evening.)
8:00p.m.
MorWorF
5:30p.m.
See Special Examination Schedule (15)
TorTh
5:00-5:30 p.m.
See Special Examination Schedule (14)

Fri., Dec. 17

Sat., Dec. 18

1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30-12:30 p.m.

1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m: ·
4:00-6:00 p.m.
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monday
Free Film

The

Nifty Gritty
Dirt Band

BOB SEGER &

with the

THE SILVER BULLET BAND
WED., NOVEMBER lOth

Billy Speers Band

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

No:vember 15

Popejoy Hall

Tickets Available At:

8 p.m.

General Store (Both Locations) • Candyman in Santa Fe
SUB Box Office for Student Discounts

8:00PM

Leo Gorey

and the
East Side Kids!!-~
ll--ll
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Ani~t lll'l'dctf lo help illtNrill!.' bwdnm• lor NM·
P J IW. <·untact Mk:hncl H u'>ltln 111 277 -27'i2.

Whi!e Hou~c Fcllow,\llip!) open compclition for unc

year wor~ ~~~~ignmcnt.-. with C)(Ccutive hmm.:h Mri1 iul\
in \Va~hinp..ton, D.C. Applh:am~ mu~t be 23-3'· by
Scpl. 1977 and tJS citiJcn~. Applicalion de;Hllinc i~
~<h

I :'i. t"ontacl 1 yntce at

277-4~67,

Chcmi~try Dept. i'> offerin!,l trailer cour~c\ thh
<;pring in Chctn 101, JOI and 30JL. Trailer coune.,

C.lrnliualc Stut.lcnl 1\<,~oc, Office houn nre Mma.
lhru "lhur~. 9:30 a,m, lo 3:30p.m. Vkc·prc\idcnt'\
lltlUf\: lue\, and Ihur.\, 12:30 to J:JO p.m. Rm. 248,
SUB.

•

BUV1
GET1

I lim 'lllm inp. /Jil' \cdr o/ tilt' f-11rth a !n1e '>lllr~ tll
l.1hm '>Uuppll.' in Sil\~·r Cit)-. f ll bl' 'htl\\ 11 iii Queen nl
llc•l\1!11 Chun:h Sun., Nm. 7 ant.! Mon. ~m. R ott 7
p.m. Don;.uion.., 11ill he tal-.en m th.- dn\lr for ttw
All1 uquerquc Public ~·lmnl 1\'tH~cr~ \till ou1 of a Jllh.

will not be offered in 102, J02 or 30-U. during Ihe Fall
of '77, Student~ wi\hing 10 Ul~c 101, 301 or 30.11 arc

C)(pectcd to round out the ...eric\ during th~ '>Limmer of
'77'
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In her letter to Sanderoff, Ott·
also stated that some of the
discrepancy can be attributed to
$250 worth of supplies and repairs
she purchased with money from
ticket receipts.
''This off the books procedure is
totally improper. The normal
procedure would have been to use a
requisition form from the business
office," Sancleroff said.
Sanderoff said other parts of the
discrepancy can be accounted for
by the way the report .to Tobias is
given.
Sanderoff said that Ott told him
she multiplies the number of tickets
issued at each show by $1.
A discrepancy can occur because
some children arc admitted at halT
price and some students from the
film classes are given a ticket to
assure a scat but do not pay for the

UNCLE NASTY'S

Sanderoff said there was no
earlier report because, "There was
no way Mr. Roeder could have
caught these discrepancies earlier
since most of the problems resulted
frotn off-the-books expenditures
and 'private agreements.'"

What every
young Jnafl
Wants It r
Chrl•stmas

You'll find it in this month's OUI.

Starting with our cover girl, Lenka, this
~o·
month's big holiday issue gives you more of what
you buy-OUJ for. Par example: the low-down on
Biorhythms as an aid to making out. Brian
Wilson on life with the high-flying Beach Boys.
Abbie Hoffman on life with the low-lying Loch Ness monster. Our pulchritudinous
1977 Datebook pull-out calendar. And just in case you have too much Scotch,
slip on a Banana peel and suffer Whiplash-you'll find this month's OUJ makes
you an instant expert on all three subjects while you're recuping in the hospital.
Margo St. James, the streetwalker's George Meany.
You'll also meet
And learn all the latest trends in the Opium
Trade since the liberation of Laos, Cambodia
and South Vietnam. December OUJ then
salutes the coming of King Kong II with a
survey of Sex in Sci-Fi Films over the
years. And, of course, there's more.
There always is in OUJ. Take our
center-spread lady, Ava Cadell.
More, more.
December our. It's where you
want to be for the holidays.
And it's at your
newsstand now.

e
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Contact Len~es

ALBUQUERQUE TICKET AGENCY (Coronado Center)
833·1080

'

sfer.
"Damon called Robert Baldwin,
who does bookkeeping for the
Societe, and he said that he thought
$20 would be transferred. Twenty
minutes later at 3 p.m., Baldwin
called back and said $800 would be
transferred. He said a dollar would
be paid for each Societe student
who went to the movies for free."·
"But in actuality, the film committee never kept records of how
many students would be let in for
free," Sanderoff said.
"In other words, Baldwin's formula for determining how much
money was to be transferred was
totally different from Ott's," Sanderoff said.
Sanderoff said Baldwin, who
was at one time chairman of the
film committee while doing
bookkeeping for the Societe, told
him he had a private agreement between himself and the film committee. Sanderoff said Baldwin did
not have the authority to make the
agreement.
In his final report to Tobias,
Sancleroff stated: "It became
evident that he (Ira Jaffe, wh<J
teaches the film courses and has
Baldwin as his teaching assistant)
had no idea about the 'private
agreement' between Baldwin and
Ott. He thought his students were
allowed to attend the films for free
and that no transfer was to be made
between the Societe and the Film
Committee. Jaffe said, 'Under the
agreement I have with Baldwin, he
has no right in the world to take it
out of the account. As far as I'm
concerned, this promise was not
made by myself and Robert Baldwin did not have the authority to do

Eyegla~ses

TICKETS AT

MAYNORDS (Old Town)
L.P. GOODBUY- BUDGET TAPES & RECORDS
CANDYMAN (Santa Fe)
TICKETS: $6-$6.50 (Day of Showj

'
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Cosmic ChQrlie

••• Film Committee
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Okie's Features:

p..ratlu;nc '>l udcnt\ ill._.\\ clt'nn1c.
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Refer to Special Examination Numberin Final Examination Schedule
Class
Exam Day
Exam Time
Math 120 (All Sections)
Sat., Dec.11
8:00-10:00a.m .
Math 162 (All Sections)
8:00-10:00 a.m.
Sat., Dec. 11
Math 121 (All Sections)
Sat., Dec. 11
10:30-12:30 p.m.
Math 150 (All Sections)
10:30-12:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 11
Math 163 (All Sections)
10:30-12:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec.11
Math 180 (All Sections)
8:00-10:00 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 11
Modern and Classical Languages
Sat.,- Dec. 11
1:30-3:30 p.m.
(All Sections of courses numbered below
anci
300-time and place to !Je announced by
4:00-6:.00 p.m.
instructor)
8:00-10:00 a.m.
English 100, 101, and 102 (All Sections)
Mon., Dec. 13
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Mon., Dec,13
Psychology 101001
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Tues., Dec. 14
Biology 121 (All Sections)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Wed., Dec. 15
Civil Engineering 202 (All Sections)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Wed.,
Dec.
15
Mechanical Engineering 206 (All Sections)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Thurs., Dec. 16
Chemistry 101
Make up period for rescheduled
'
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 18
examinations
10:30-12:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec.18
Saturday Morning Only
3:30-5:30 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 11
Astronomy 101

No.
1.

By Lynda Sparbcr
Today and tomorrow the
Legislative Energy Committee
(LEC), an advisory committee to
the New Mexico State Legislature,
will hold meetings concerning
energy facility and utility-citing
plans and taxing of energyextracting industries.
The meetings will be held in
Santa Fe at the Roundhou•e and
should begin at 9 a.m. both clays.
The LEC has already ~ent a letter
to the U.S. Energy Research and
Development
Administration
proposing that New Mexico, the
federal government, and industry
engage in a joint effort "to locate a
demonstration nuclear fuel-cycle
center composed of reprocessing,.
enrichment, mixed-oxide and
waste-repository facilities in this

.

rh~· (irat.hl(lll! Stut.I~·IH A\~lh". ( Cllllh.:il \\ill rrect
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10 o..m. - 3 p.m.
SUB TheQtte

at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
(NaJtt door tCJ C•&e.Y Rtt1t1JI Drug}

LOiilea at We1hlngton ~
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WhQt's Going On?
Monday, Nov. 8
.o CULTURAL SERIES:"Dimitri,"
,3 world famous clown, an exi:' traordinary tour de force of
·a comedy, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall,
Q tickets are $7, 6, 5, 4, 3, UNM ·
.~ students half-price.
0
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WOMEN'S BOWLING SINGLES,
men's bowling singles, men's
basketball 5' 10" & under, co-ed 6
person basketball, co-ed bowling:
entries due today, rm. 230, Johnson
Gym. For further information, call
277-4347.

Panel sponsored by UNM College
of Education and Family Resource
Center. Will be held at First
Unitarian Church, 3701 Carlisle
Blvd., NE at 7 p.m. For further
information, contact Sven Winther,
277-3637. No charge.

MEETING: BCMC Trustees, 2
p.m., Basic Medical Sciences Bldg.,
administrative conference room.

THEATRE ARTS: "Taming of the SHAKESPEARE FILM SERIES:
Shrew," 8 p.m., Rodey Theatre, "Los Tarantos," Spanish version
general admission $3, faculty/staff film Romeo & Juliet, 7:30 p.m.,
$2.50, students $1, will also show Popejoy Hall, general admission
MEN'S BASKETBALL 3 on 3,
on Nov. 10 & 14. Nov. 14 is a $2. UNM students $1.50.
men's billiards singles, women's
matinee at 2:30p.m.
billiards singles, women's 3 on 3
F!LMS: "Menilmontant," (Kirbasketball, co-ed innertube water
Wednesday, Nov .. lO
polo, faculty/staff basketball: all WITTER BYNNER POETRY sanoff); "Metanomen," (Scott
start today.
LECTURE: Charles Tomlinson, Bartlett); "Castro Street," (Bruce
Baillie); "Night Cats," (Stan
"A Reply to Greek and Latin with
Tuesday, Nov. 9
the Bare Hands: William Carlos Brakhage); "The Dead," (Stan
SPEAKER: William Colby, former
Brakhage); "Cosmic Ray and
director of the Central Intelligence Williams," 4 p.m., Kiva, no
Vivian,"
(Bruce
Conner);
Agency, will discuss "The N.ew charge.
"Triumph of the Swill," (Gene
lntelligemce," 8 p.m., PopeJOY
Gordon); "The One Romantic
Hall, general admission $2.50, THE CHANGING AMERICAN Adventure of Edward," (Larry
FAMILY: CRITICAL CHOICES:
students $1.

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solveq.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better under·
standing.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half·a·mil!ion graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

~
~

Atts

& medin

Jordan, w/Stan Brakhage as 'the bowling, co-ed 6 person baske.tball:
all manager /participant meetmg, 4
student'); "Schwechter and Arnulf p.m., men & women, rm. 124,
Rainer," (Peter Kubelka): "Neigh- Johnson Gym; co-ed, rm. 230,
bors," (Norman McClaren); SUB
Johnson Gym.
Theatre, 7 and 9:15 p.m., tickets
$1.
Dance
ARTS:
THEATRE
PHYSICS
l'ILM
SERIES: production, ''Timespace,, 8 p.m.,
"Seeking New Laws," 7:30 p.m., Rodey Theatre, general admission
Physics Lab and Lecture Bldg., rm. $3, faculty/staff$2.50, students $1.
103, no charge.
FILM: Double Feature, "Attack of
Thursday, Nov. 11
the Giant Leeches (1959)," "Attack
MEN'S BOWLING SINGLES, of the Robots (1962)," SUB
men's basketball 5' 10" & under, Theatre, 7 p.m. showing on1y,
women's bowling singles, co-ed tickets $1.

l
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Revolutionizer
Of Comic· Books

l

By Bill Barrell
I was surprised that so few people
turned out to see one of this fall's
most fascinating speakers, Stan
Lee. I thought that a lot of people
would be curious to see the man
who
almost
singlehandedly
revolutionized the comic-book
industry back in the sixties. Instead,
the crowd was more like what one
would expect Kilgore Trout to
bring, mainly high school and
junior high-school boys, armed

0

Latin Film Series
The Latin American film series
continues Nov. 9 at the UNM
Student Union Building theatre.
Sponsored by the UNM Student
Organization for Latin American
Studies, the films will show
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. through Nov. 30.
Individual tickets are $1.
Tickets can be purchased at the
Office of Inter-American Affairs in
Mesa Vista Hall on campus or at
the theatre.
The three remaining movies in
the series, selected for their artistic
merit and the diverse images of
Latin America which they present,
are:
November
9-Man from
Maisinicu, a 124-minute Cuban
film starring Sergio Corroeri. The
movie was one of the most popular
and critically acclaimed Cuban
films in recent years. It tells the true
story of Alberto Delgado, a Cuban
agent who successfully infiltrated
the ranks of counterrevolutionaries operating in the
Escambray Mountains during the
early 1960's.
November 16-The Traitors,
produced by Argentina's Grupo
Cine de Ia Base. The 114-minute
film is a dramatic portrayal of the
life of a trade-union leader. The
movie centers on a hotly contested
union election in which the oldguard union leadership is
challenged by organized leftist
workers. Interweaving documentary and fiction sequences in its survey of Argentine labor-movement

'
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ACROPOLIS
Old World Greek Cuisine
(Inside Mills Family ReslaurPIII)

history, the movie covers the overthrow of Peron in 1955 through a
period shortly before his return in
1973.
November 30-Memorias de WI
Mexicano, a Mexican film
produced by Salvador Toscano
which presents a detailed pictorial
account of Mexican history from
1897 to 1924. It includes a brief
sketch of later Mexican government administrations up to the
inauguration of Lopez Mateos in
1958.

Reviews
Of music

Mini-Reviews by George Gesner

"We Can't Go On Meeting Like
This"! Hummingbird/ A&M SP4595
Some former Jeff Beck associates
are humming with an album that is
basically disco; and at times disco
gets boring no matter how good it is

~

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,

7:30pm
Student Union

Building

UNMCampus
Room 253
~

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

Tzouvares Family
some house specialties:

Vegetarian Dishes
Mousaka
Patitsio
Dolmades
Baklava and Greek Coffee
and' much more food to go,
catering and private parties
(We wc/CCJIIU!faculty parties)

4500 Ceqtral S.K268-0822
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with their copies of Sons of Origins
of Marvel and Captain America,
waiting for the inevitable autograph
session at the end.
In addition to being one of the
more creative and prolific authors
of the past two decades, Lee, born
in Manhattan in 1922, is a war hero
whose
exploits
almost
singlehandedly turned the tide
during World War II.
The Allied Army was in the
middle of a serious crisis. There just
weren't enough payroll officers to
go around. Gl's were risking their
lives seven days a week, and come
Friday often as not, no money.
Serious morale problems were
arising. The Army just couldn't
train enough competent finance
officers. Only a superhero could·

j

I
I

II

KIT

I

To quote Stan Lee, "Let me
digress because there are so many
philosophy
majors
in
the
audience." The comic in the late
fifties had petrified to a standard
formula. Superhero (amazingly like

solve the problem.
So the Army called on its nineman squad of authors and
playwrights (which included Stan
Lee and William Saroyan). Their
mission: to make military finance
interesting and understandable.
~- -··
-~ ..... ,.,.!!'~··

Hummingbird is Bobby Tench,
Max Middleton, Clive Chapman,
Bernie Holland and Bernard
Purdie.
A couple of jazz numbers redeem
the album somewhat.
Best number: "Gypsy· Skys."
Suggested numl:iers: "Fire and
Brimstone'' and "Scorpio." Rate
the album C.
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after a sequence of occasionally
interesting frames, the superhero
destroys the bug-eyed monster
(Mafia gang, Communist agent or
whatever).
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WAITING TO DO YOUR COPIES!
Open Saturday
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HOFBRAU LOUNGE
Monday nite football special

PITCHER BEER
-,
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questions ranged from ones
regarding
his
intellectual
relationships with people like Roy
Lichtenstein, Alain Resnais and
Federico Fellini to "are there more
superheroes with wings than
without, and which are the most
powerful?" (There are more
without and Thor is definitely the
most powerful.)
Kurt Vonnegut created a genius
named Kilgore Trout who went
almost completely unrecognized
because the general public was

Stan Lee's mind rode into this
"
intellectual vacuum with the
BIJT
7HE
)\
/"
SCfi.NTOF
Fantastic Four, America's first real
NOW--YOI.I'LL
)
MAN'
superheros. Johnny Storm, the
STILL
FEEL THE POWER
(
UNGERS/
Human Torch, certainly was a
OF THE HULK!
.
/
superhero with super powers, but
-~ ....
he was also an obnoxious hot-shot ready to admit that his science
teenager
with a lot of unresolved fiction could be an art form. But
Stan Lee responded to the challenge
emotional
problems. Reed Roberts, Kilgore Trout finally won the Nobel
with Fiscal Fred, who skimmed
the
all-wise
father figure, was also Prize for medicine in 1980. (If you
through budgets, audits and the
and
pedantic.
boring
don't believe me, just read Breakother complexities of the Army
fast of Champions.) Who knows
payroll with the ease which only a·
To
the
amazement
of
all,
the
when it will be awarded to Stan
freewheeling figment of the
published
Stan
Lee's
Marvel
Lee?
imagination can. The end result:
within 6 months the Army was
gelling almost all their pay checks
out on time. Morale rose and the
U.S. won the war.
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Comprehensive training in all
phases of hypnosis for
·professionals and laypersons.
Learn applications for personal and professional
cJovelopment in all areas of human achievement.
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LUMBERING ABORIGINE!
TI-llS TIME YOU GHAL.L
NOT ESCAPE/

Menaul & Pennsylvania NE

A Little Bird Told Me ...
Peace Corps/Vista
Is Coming
On Campus:
Nov17,18
Information Table:
Student Union
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"Spirit" I John Denver! RCA
APLJ-1694
John Denver could put his name
on a blank album and it would turn
gold and possibly platinum.
"Spirit," already gold, includes a
nice slow ballad, "Eli's Song;" a
crooning number, "Polka Dots and
Moonbeams" (probably influenced
by Frankie Sinatra); a sad melody
and a hit single, "Like A Sad
Song;" and a fairy-tale ballad with
a children's choir, "Pegasus." The
other numbers on the album are
trite. The album is sedate. Rate it C
minus.

' ..• ·.··.• ·,.,, ' >'.:

A PL.E1'HORA OF F'EFIILOUS i"AGEANTRY
PANOE:MONIOUSI>.Y PRESENTEe:> 9Y:

Comics were almost an overnight
sensation. "Drunk with power,"
Stan Lee said, "I created the Hulk.
,\......,
.~~-r• .. • ''•
\ '-......
. ., ~ ..
I've always loved the monster."
UT; IT'S THE PRICE ~
The rest of Marvel's success story,
UST PAY t=OR BE!NG·Dr. Strange, Spiderman, Thor, etc.
"APTAINAMERICA/
.
is all art history.
'
..... _"'"
..
Stan Lee did one basic thing to
revolutionize the comic-book industry. He. stopped writing to the
the guy with the white hat in the old audience of six-year-old children to
Hollywood westerns) meets bug- whom everything had to be
eyed monster (the unshaven guys oversimplified, no words of over
with black hats in the westerns) who"
one syllable could be used, no depth
is about to eat Cleveland. Then,
to characters could be added, who
his publishers presumed were the
only people who would even think
of
looking at a comic book. Instead
, GREEN·
I"T 15 SKINNeD"
THE.
for himself, for his wife.
he
wrote
(
ONE!! HAVE FOUND
The
question-and-answer
session
HIM AT LAST/
after
the
lecture
was as
"
~
fascinating as the talk itself. The

And none of these superheros
had any personality. As Stan Lee
pointed out, the only facial difference between Superman and
Clark Kent was a pair of glasses.
Yet after God only knows how
many encounters with the two of
them, Lois Lane never suspected.

Ail food prepared Fresh Daily

by the

..

Sometimes it's hard for a
returning vet to find his niche in
society. When Stan Lee· got out of
the service he didn't intend to make
comic books his life's work. He was
just going to do them wnile he
waited for his big break as a TV
script writer or public-relations
man or ad exec. But; the years went
on by without the big break. One
·morning (or so he claims) his. wife
said, "For once, why don't you
write something good?"

- FREE CONSULTATION Call or write:

CENTER FOR HYPNOSIS
TRAINING & CONSULTATION
10701 Lomas NE, SUte 21 0, fltl::ln&: 292-0370
Ab.lque1QU8 1 N.M. 87112

Enr.ich your life
Meet today' s challenges
Enroll in Bible
Descri~tion

Course
Greek 1411.
Bible 1!301
Jlible 4360
Bible 1301

Time

9-10:30 Mon. Wed. Fri.
Old Teslamcnl Survey 10:30·12 Mon. W~::d.
Galalions and Romans 10:30-12 Tues. Thurs.
Life Of Christ
6:30-9:30 Tues. Nigh I

Fees-$5.00 per cours~:
Registration-At Christian Student Center oral first class meeting

Alternate scheduling available
Eight Reasons for Enrolling
I. To enrich my tlndmlilndtng of God's word.
2. To Mrengthen my faith as a Chnsllan,
J. To under~tantl my role as a s~rvant of(Jod_
4, To und~rstand the .,.alue my Sl'lul.
S. To obtain the prop~r rhilosoph} of life.
6. To balance my academic development.
7. To use my dectivc5 where Ihey count most.
8. To~~ a good example fot llthert\o follow.

or

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
1,90 GiRARD NE
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Gonzales Sparks Stickers to Warm-Up Wins

.!:J

Margaret Gonzales, playing as
E
Q)
only
she can, sparked the UNM
>

z
j5
o
_.

~
'<il
0

women's field hockey team to a 5-2
win over Arizona "B" and led the
stickers to a 2-1-l record in games
held in Tucson, Ariz. over the
weekend,
The women also beat California

State at ramona 3-l, tied
University of California at Long
Beach l-1, 11nd lost to San Diego
State 2-0.
It was Gonzales' four goals and
one assist which put some life into
the dead Lobo offense in the
Arizona win, UNM coach Bev

Quinlan said the defense was
playing well, but the Lobo offense
was lagging far behind.
However, the fiery senior from
Questa, N.M. took the team by the
seat of its skirts and got them
moving to the win.
In the win over California State

at Pamona, Gonzales had a pair of
goals and center forward Dana
Miller chipped in with the other.
Quinlan said freshman Sarah
Emmons played a good game.
Sally Broyles scored UNM's only
goal in the tie with Long Beach,
The Broiler also had a tally in the

!

·J

win over the Wildcats.
The games served as practice for
the Lobos who will return to
Tucson next Friday for the
Intermountain Conference regional
playoffs. Last year, the Lobos
finished third in the Intermountain
tourney in Greeley, Colo.

Lobos Blow Another One 34-31
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Utah Spoils Great UNM Offensive Day

I

•

By Tim Gallagher
Everything went great for the
UNM football team Saturdav
afternoon in Salt Lake City, Utah.·
Quarterback Noel Mazzone
found the passing range again.
Fullback Mike Williams broke out
of a rushing slump and gained 206
yards. Preston Dennard caught a
couple of touchdown passes to
break the UNM record for most
touchdown receptions.
Everything went great except for
one thing- the Lobos lost.
You see, there were these two
fellows named Dan Hagemann and
Craig Buchi and they didn't want
their fellow Utah Ute teammates to
lose their homecoming game. So
Hagemann th~ew two touchdown
passes and Buehl booted two field
goals, the last one with 59 seconds
left, and the Utes beat UNM 34-31
in a most amazing WAC game that
did nothing but frustrate more
Lobo football fans.
In the process of losing their
fourth consecutive game, the Lobos
blew leads of 10-0, 24-10 and 31-24.
What else is new? Not much.
Once more, the Lobos did a
number on themselves as they blew
at least three touchdown opportunities.
As has become a habit of late, the
Lobos had a chance to blow the
game wide open in the third
quarter. Leading 24-10 on the basis
of a couple of Williams' touchdown
jaunts and a Mazzone to Dennard
bon;1b, the Lobos carried the ball
deep into Ute territory on their first
possession of the third quarter.
Tailback Smokey Turman
carried the ball from the 13 to the 2,
but coughed the ball up there and
Ike Spencer recovered for Utah.
After two passes fell incomplete,
Hagemann hit ·Jack Steptoe on a
98-yard scoring bomp. T~e pass .
play set WAC record.
,
Utah then knotted the contest
when Lobo safety Max Hudspeth
fumbled a punt on his own 31 with
Utah recovering. Hagemann
completed a pass to the 13 and then
rambled in for the score.
Hagemann, not exceptionally big at
6-1, 190 lbs., proved himself quite a
runner as he gained 76 yards and
was Utah's leading rusher for the
game.
Once again, Mazzone cranked up
the UNM offense and drove the
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Smokey Turman (no. 4), shown here against New Mexico
State, fumbled away a potential Lobo touchdown on the
Utah 2-yard fine .. Three plays later, Utah scored on a 98-yard
touchdown P""'"'·
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• a touch ••
hitting Dennard on a 2-yard scoring
·
toss.
On their next possession, the
Lobos were forced to punt on
fourth down from their own I 0.
·P.unter Scott Grady, booting for
only the second time in the game,
got away a short one to the New
Mexico 42.
Hagemann again marched the
Utes over the Lobo defense as if he
were going through a sieve. The
quarterback scored on a !-yard
keeper and Tom McNamara's PAT
erased the final Lobo lead of the
day.
The Wolfpack then drove back to
the Utah 19 and appeared headed
for the go-ahead score when

fullback Jon Cut ton carried to the
9. But a holding penalty on UNM
moved the ball back past the 30 and
Haynes was forced to try a 48-yard
field goal. He missed and the Utes
began their game-winning drive,
but this time they went via the
ground.
Utah went all the way to the
UNM 28 before they were stopped.
Buehl came on with 59 seconds
remaining and his boot barely
cleared the crossbar.
The Lobos then began a frantic
drive that carried them to the 26,
Mazzone passing the entire way.
But with only two seconds
remaining, placekicker Haynes
rushed on to the field and, with
inadequate time to set up, he kicked
the top half of the ball and the kick
went only about 15 yards.·
The 3-5 Lobos would now have
to beat Brigham Young, Arizona
and San Diego State to finish the
season with a winning record to 6-5.

Popejoy Hall
presents
A Very Special Film

Los
Tarantos
Spanish version of "Romeo and J uliel" set in Barcelona and
its sensual Flamenco. Much of the passion of the play is
expressed in dance. In color. Spanish dialogue-English
sub-titles.

Wednesday, Nov. 10

7:30p.m.

Tickets-Adults $2.00-Students $1.50
UNM Fac/Staff $1.50
Tickets at door from 6:30p.m.

Spikers
Split Pair

When it's halfway into the semester
and 34 books have just arrived for a class of 35
••• it's no time to get filled up.
Lite® Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.
(01976 The Mrllcr Bmwrng Co., Mrlwaukee, Wrs.
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By Gino Brazil
The UNM women's volleyball
team returned home Saturday after
a win and a loss against nonconference foe, Eastern New
Mexico University in Portales,
N.M.
Friday night, the Lobos played
well enough to squeak by the
Greyhounds 15-12, 19-17. On
Saturday morning, the Lobos who

!

Golden
Fish & Fryes Dinner

$1.69
Buy's One, Get the Second

I

~~1\FREE!

I

·~

had "lost a little bit of their enthusiasm" said Coach Kathy
Marpe, went down to defeat 15-10,
15-12. Marpe said the Lobos played
good defense over the weekend.
The Lobes face NMSU and
UTEP this weekend in Las Cruces.
Both teams knocked· off the Lobos
earlier in the season.
The Lobos are now 5-18 on the
season.

Bring a Frien

BUT HURRY!
Offer expires Nov. 30th
Good at the 5106 Central SE store only
This ad required
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PRIDE MOTORS NOW open Tu.-.-Sut. 8:30-~:.10.
Offer~ cllmpletc, competcm 1crvicc of nil import,,
Speci~li1ing in 1pon' and touring autm, 256-1763.

PEnSONALS

A THNl'ION:

CRAI'TSPHlPLE-CHRISTMAS
ornamcllt •md '-lcconuion ~:ontc~l. !li.mdm;Ide ilcm~
only. Albuquorque Craft, Guilu, Sihcr & Yale. 2662089. II 10
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TOM PARROTT I' LAYS the ·cal folk blue,, Sunde\'
at the Ui"m·lcntnlivc, 106; '<·rnell Sl'. II /)2
TRAVIU!R IS AT Ncd'1 Fl Portal. 4200 Cclllral
AvenueS!' Jl:IS
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C0\11NG NOVB·1Bl·R 14, A pre1entation on hair,
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UNJV[·ItSITY Nl(iJIT AT the llllckey g"mc. Sunda)·
November 14, 7:00p.m. $1.00 off with Univc"ity ID,
Albuquerque Chaparral\ "· Bismark C:apitob
Albuquerque Chaparrals v,, Bismarck CaP.itols.
Tinglc~·Coliscum. 11/12
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FINALlY! COMPUH'R DAH-S nrc in the mail!
Date dance November 12, watch fordctnih. J I' 12
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LOST &fOUND

JOHNSON G\'M. UR6WN ba~ with three hbrar)
book1-necd hadlv- ~return to 1mall gym equJpmcm
room. II H
~

FOL'!'.D: llll-.1· IIHMH. ldenlify & claim. Call

26$-4116$. h>tllld in SLD.

II ii(J
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FOLIND IN l·ltONT nf !\1H a Jacket betv.ecn 1:30
& 3:1KI II· 2. D.-.rihe, .:~ll 2'!4·324S aller 4:00.

ll!lll
FOliNO: PSYCJIOI OOY hook Rm. 219 in \litchcll
Hall. Del,ribc and claim, :Vtarrun Hull, Rm. 131.
IIi 12
•
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FOUND: ~:..tALL DRAWINU inmument. Dc,cribc
&claim Rm 131 Marron Hall. 11112
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SERVICES

PAINTING INTERIOR [,XTERIOR. !·or free c\li·
matcl,_cal!!l.:n~~g,l: ~98:08~0.•.1.1 2
FAST ACCURATE TYPING-cdiung, ltca•onablc.
266·3953. IIIII
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liARRY'S 12l.l'CTHONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedm
SE, 26S-033S. Color TV',, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
fieri, auto radios. Install burglar alarm\, IO''o dis·
count for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's fonale. ll/18
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FAMOUS QUIVIRA UOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is '1: block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Speda I order service. 1118
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I'ASSI'ORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call265·
2444orcorncto 1717Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
~~------~--~~---~
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l.SAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fessionat Educators of New :.texico, Inc 842·
5200. tfn
=~-:

,c~--·- · - · · - ·- - ·- - -

PitOFESSIONAL, CHEAP, SPANISH tutor.
842-6119. 1119

LEGAL SERVICES, UN:.. I Law School Clinical Pro·
gram offers legal services for ltudenls under faculty
supervision. ,\<allabilily limited to tho1c ''ho1c
as1c11 and income do not exceed c>tablishcd gmdc·
lines. $1.00 rcgl'lratJon fcc. Call 277·2913 or 217·
3604 lor infnrrnat~<m ~nd appointmcnll. SpomtHed
by As;t>datcd Students oll'N\1. II H

tcp-in

lliCYCI.FS: WL' HA VI·: the lightc't \Ieight for the
mnney you can buy. Some 11n 'ale. R.C. Halleu•,,
843-9378. 1fn
-

-

-

-

----~

·-.---

~L\.

4.

IRISH SETTER X-PUPPIES, 8 weeks, $10. 873IJ.14, 8J6-~247. 11/S
10-SPI.Hl, CiOOIJ t'ONDI I'ION. $50.
6241

843~

.. _____

~

~---

--

~····-----

---·-----------·---

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY. N[;I\R UNM, laundromat, grocery. No pets. $130/mo., utililiC\
indudcd. 345-SUR. 1119

--

·--

-

-

-·

-

--

SINGLR ~;[·.WING MACHINE. Left in la;away,
STUDENT OR STUDFNT SPOlJSF, Jo work J'rom
not claimed. Equipped to bunonh<1lc, lig-zng. f>ay • 8:30a.m. til 12:~0 p.m. ~Iunday through Friday. Puy
SI'i and tal.c machine. 255-7535. II. K
$2.30 per huur, 'mnc typing required. Appl~· in
pcf\Cm, ~)uJ"IH Pulllicution,, !'.1arron Hall Rm 1:11.

5. · l•'OR RENT

II ;tO

SPACIOL'S Z·llr. HIRNISlll·IJ APARTMENT.
lltilitlc.., induJcd, $195. Rcft..arencc-. required. Alc;o,
1-hr. at SRS. ~66·8874. J I • II

mute. tra\-cl ca'-,c, $175. 265·0tJ41.

··---·-

6. EMPLOYMENT
SI>IITH-CORONt\ 120 ck~tric t)pcwriter, pica, 4
yea" old; j1J'I <aerhaulcd. SIIXI. 821·6422, I'rc)·.
· I'ART·ll~ll· JOB. Cirududtt!,lutlentsllnly. Mu11 he
llil2
'
O\~r 2-1 yc~u' old. Need t\'wO rarHimc employcc'i fur
1974 DODG!: l'Ht\IWI·R·-1'.13., I'.S., A.T., 1\,C,
day work. Aho ba\e po,itimh J'or hida) .and Saturhccllelll ctlmlitinn, 292-1218. tfn
day night:-.. Appl~· .in fH!r,<.m emir. No rhom.• !.:alh.
plc'1'c. Sme Wuy I i<Junr S1me,, 571~1 J.o 11m, NJ,,
Yt\SQUI· HIKIMi JlOO IS, Indio,, 5, u,etl once.
5516.\JcnauiNI'. ll 12
f'\cellcnt cnnditinn. $35 ..145-%75. J I' 12
- --- -·.
OVI'RSEAS JOBS-Sl'~IML'R. ycnr·ronnd, Lur74 250 YAMAHA :V!X. HARDLY ridden, $595.
opc, S, America, ,\umaliu, '"iu. etc. All field,,
265·11401. II· 12
$500-$1200 monthly. Fxpcn\cl paid, ;jghbceing, Free
CL<JSIN(l OLIT·-M.l. new 1977 equipment,
informitlinn. Write: International Job Contcr.
Pioneer. S:m,ui, Kenwood, Jen;cn; 15-50 per cent
Department Nil, Box 4490,. Bcr~cky, CA ')4704.
off. While they lUlL 255-7535. I liS
II !15

EPIPHON£' BASS, EXC!'lii:Nf condition.

Bom.ler ~\\'il!.!h,
11:9

MALE OR FEMALE roomic-$92.50 per mo,
Desperate. 298-7349 after five. IIIII

11112

i\I'AR f!\ti·NT 1 ' mile from cnrnpm. lltilitie' paid,
lurui'h~J. Only $110 'moJith. 266·11235 after R:OO
p.m. ll'H

fh\Ciii;RS~ATAL L.lc,cls. l'~>rei~·n ~nd IJt;n;eqi~
'Teachers. ~o\ I063, Vuncou,er, \Va;hingtun 98660.
II '10
•
CAN YOU I'YPL·, be nkc to 'tudent,'? Work-\lltdY
eligible, )Ou arc needed. Cull277-4114. II ,.,1

UBRAI~IAN NEEDED. HOURS Rto II a.m., Monuay through ITiduy. Minimum typin~ ability required. Al!o clerical worker I'or 10 10 IS hour\ per
week, u,rn, only, Mu\ttype. Not like a tiger, but with
rcmonuble accumey. Applic~nl' for hnth job; mu>t
be Work-SIUdy qu;•lificu. For information'"" Mr,.
\1<1rlin in ~lll217, Engli'l~ D_e[!artnlCIH. 11:111

TRAVEL

7.

11 I J.liJ(IIJI· SKI !1{11', l<lllUitrl' 9·16, ~l"l. Ill·
elude.., trano,ptlrtutimt, lifh & k1d~ing. hn inform.~
tit111 ..:all H4:!·H~61.J. $50 Ut!pO"»it lluc imllll:diald}.
UN~! Ski ('luh.
II ,'21>

RIDIS! Rill[ S! RIDl·'i! Call l{idclinc. 26'·YHf>IJ,
(3ll3J 449~(,(,70 "I IJHcr<:nlllinont'll f'r"vcl Centre.
11.30

-

INTRODUUN(i Till: b\STLSI "'" in the ""''
(~heapC\1, toll), The Orey Rllhhil! NYC'-$54~ Sun
l·r.mci~en-$39. Cull Riuehnc ... 265·YX60, tJOJI 44Y·
6670 <>r apply at lntcrcnntincnial lra'cl Centre.
II ·12

MISCELLANEOC~

.8.

IV.Ar--.TUl: A WA f[·Rill D, 294·~41>2.

•

ll Ill

$1.1HI OH \\ilh l 111\cr-il) Ill at t'niiCrlil) Night <1l
the lloch.c~ lramc. SurH.l<•Y· Nu\cmbcr 14. 7 p.n~.
1

,\\huquerquc ( ·hap;.\rrah

finglcy <'<>li,cllill.

'·"·

l~i ... nmr.:k

C~lpitoh.

II 11

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Frtday s Puzzle Solved

ACROSS

46 Tried foolish
•
IT E II 0 ,
c .L 'AD_ 18 A lA
experl·
1 Sorrowful
IN
lJ R
J. .1 l:l..f. lA
ments
word
;L
A D~
.A M .ES.
48 Winery.
5 Moved
lA
IS
:> i
1'.
~
B.
employe
rapidly
IH 0 p
ID
50 Caddoan In10 Kind of
IH 0 u IS lA N D
L.S. i
li~
dians
'plane:
A R
T _l
A II IN
51 Habeas corAbbr.
IN IE
'R
II
I
T V •E
tALl.
pus, for one
A IR E IS
IR ll;
Lll. Lll!.
1 4 Sports gear 52 Silk fabrics
lA V IE
iS
i L!Lg_ 2.11 l!. l£.
Item
. 55Didharmto
15 Short maxim 59 Constraining
It:.
~ 10 IM:O
OIV IE RIS UIP
16 F~ ss
61 Alaskan city IS IE ! c 0 IQ.
IP ~ 10_
ll IE
17 R1m
.
IO
N
lA
IL
621 mperttnent
18 Of th e peo _
lA IM OIR
II IE ID I~
LM l_f; li'HG
stare
[B
IR
IN
E
IN ID IS n
IE
~
II:!
~l!=.
pie
63 Weapon ·
2 Kind of
64 Card game:
ground:
37 Repeated a
cinch
Informal
22 Japanese
Favorite
perfor65 Informed
resort
mance
~~~aea
66
Poetic
con23
11 "The Wizard 39 Gaseous
ruminant
traction
of Oz" dog
element
67
24 Be of serChow
· 12 God of war 42 Adolesce(lt
vice
13 Insane:
years
25 Public
Slang
44 Carpenter's
DOWN
thoroughfare
19 Small
necessity
28Airplane
1 Cain's
brooks
4 7 Effect
warning
brother
21 Bard
49 Golfer's
signals
2 Take on
24 Famed ship
concern
32 Before
launcher
51 Flinch
cargo
33 An entirety
3 Sea lettuce 25 Bud
52 Position
35 Wading bird 4 ------ham- 26 Soda-brine 53 Toronto
36 Laugh
mer
deposit
footballer
'loudly
5 Auto
27 Kingdom
54 Narrate
38 Consume
assembly 28 Roared
55 Winemaker's
greedily
plant
6 Very skilled 29 Upp.er Nile
40 Shine
7 Arrived
natiVe
56 The Penbrightly
8 Freudian
30 Lyric comtateuch:
41 Channel
concern
position
Var.
43 Russian
9 Knocked to 31 Waste water 57 Utter
revolutionthe canvas
pipe
58 Society
ary
1o -------34 Deliberate
newcomers
45 Verse form
lies
60 Crude

I

.

°

--Monday Night Football
Pitchers-Buy 2 get 1 Free
Six Foot T.V. Screen
Also Serving Great Lunches
11:00 a.m.. to 2:30 p.m.
'"I

Come Fly With Us ...
What A Challenge!!

I n~ll\h, Sele<:tnc, on can>pu,.

II 19

Peace Corps*Vista

FORSALE

-

298-

·-

1912 J>Al'>l'N-~10. TWO door, 4·specd, A\H~l
ratlu1, ne"' tncs. h.:cllcnt conduion. S 1.7'•1. ~8l1713aller\ llil!
---

$50.

lillY I GET I FRH. Monday thru Satun.l'ly 7-9,
llnd~ ~;1,,..,.•..
1"'! '1

$1.110 01 l "ilh l'nl\ersttv 1D at tin~>crlltY Ntght at
the Hockey C.amc. Sunda~ =-<<"ember 14, 7:1Xl p.m.
Albuquerque ( haparrats "· lll'mar.:k Capuols.
Tingle; ( olJ,cutn II I~
TYPI!\O(i,
296.8<64.

SHR£i0
-.

·----

I'ISC'HFR STI'l:l SKIS v./hinding,-u;cd.
type, $60 firm. 266·0;154. 11.'10

·~

8736.

POTHRS WIIEU.,
864), IIIII

-- -

---·-

----~.

-

--

S<:t:BA TA!'IKS FOR 'ale. Tv.in so·,, SIOO. Call
Mickey at 766 7160, 268·6594. 1119

j

On Campus Now 17,18
Sign Up Now For Interview'
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

•

4800 San Mateo

~•vd.

NE

-~·•-zx-= ~w--- --~ ~·~..-

Ne\N Me-xico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum chargt~
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayn

Please place the following classiJied advertisement
the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
. Albuquerque, 'New Mexico 87131

...

Enclosed$

Placed by

Telephone

